
IT Security Services
Preferred

Note: if we get enough group interest we can
pursue group purchasing opportunities.



Vendor List

• Acrisure Healthcare Group - VAST (Marquette, MI)
• https://www.vastsolution.com/

• CyberForceQ (Plymouth, MI)
• https://www.cyberforceq.com/

• LucidCoast (Marquette, MI)
• https://lucidcoast.com/

• Northcross Group (Marquette, MI)
• https://www.northcrossgroup.com/

• Radius Advisory Group (Holland, MI)
• https://radiusag.com/

https://www.vastsolution.com/
https://www.cyberforceq.com/
https://lucidcoast.com/
https://www.northcrossgroup.com/
https://radiusag.com/


Acrisure Healthcare Group - VAST 
(Marquette, MI)
Services
• Comprehensive Risk Assessment 
• Medical Professional Liability Policy Review 
• Adequate Limits Review 
• Telemedicine Review
• Acrisure Cyber Services

• Complete Cyber Security Blanket for your
healthcare entity

• Cyber Liability/Security Review 
• 1st Party Cyber Coverage 
• 3rd Party Cyber Coverage 
• Proper Security Measures 
• Ransomware Claim Estimate 

• Marketplace Condition Reviews 
• Premium/Rates 
• Pandemic Exclusions 
• Deductibles and Retentions 

https://www.vastsolution.com/

https://www.vastsolution.com/


 

MEDICAL PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY | CYBER LIABILITY
INSURANCE | CYBER SECURITY

It has never been more important to have the proper measures in place to
reduce the risk of a data breach or ransomware event that could impact
the medical practice. 

Virtually every medical practice relies on technology whether it be
electronic medical records, telemedicine visits, billing, or email. The
overlap between medical professional and cyber liability can be difficult
to navigate especially when it comes to determining what coverages are
most important.

Medical practices collect patient sensitive protected health information
(PHI), personal identifiable information (PII) and payment card
information (PCI), which makes this industry a prime target for
cyberattacks. 

We have the experts and resources to assist you in identifying how to
properly protect your medical practice and the ability to advise on areas
of emerging risks within the medical/healthcare field.  

 

Comprehensive Risk Assessment

Medical Professional Liability Policy Review

Adequate Limits  Review

Telemedicine Review 

Acrisure Cyber Services 

      Cyber Liability/Security Review

Marketplace Condition Reviews

   We can provide the following:

                    -  Complete cyber security blanket for

                         your healthcare entity

                    -  1st Party Cyber Coverage

                    -  3rd Party Cyber Coverage

                    -  Proper Security Measures

                    -  Ransomware Claim  Estimate

                    -  Premium/Rates 

                    -  Pandemic Exclusions

                    -  Deductibles and Retentions

 

MEDICAL, 
CYBER 
LIABILITY

Let's work together to develop a
customized plan that works for you.

MIKE SADLER, MBA, cyRM
risk advisor
Acrisure Healthcare - VAST
300 South Front Street, Marquette, MI 49855
direct 906.315.7249 | cell 906.236.3016 |
fax 906.228.5385
email mikes@vastsolution.com
www.vastsolution.com

 

MIKE SADLER, MBA, cyRM
risk advisor
Acrisure Healthcare - VAST

 

mailto:mikes@vastsolution.com
http://www.vastsolution.com/


CyberForceQ (Plymouth, MI)

Services
Strategy & Measurement

Q|Frame - Quantifiable Cybersecurity Framework
Foster a proactive and bar-raising security culture
Measure the value of cybersecurity spending
Develop a risk-informed cybersecurity program
Achieve continuous improvement

Security Operations
Michigan Healthcare Security Operations Center (Mi|SOC)

Event triage & response
Incident investigation & resolution
Event aggregation, analysis, & reporting
Real-world incident simulation & training
Resource recruiting & retention



Milestones

2021

2019

Company Overview

Contact Us

1995

1997

2008

2010

2018



Contact Us

Service Offerings

Measurable Program Assessment

Control Sets Common Control Set Measurables

Additional Project Capabilities

Collective Security Operations Center (CoSOC)

Verticals GovSOC HSOC EdSOC BSOC



Strategic
Cybersecurity

Quantifiable Results

CORE COMPONENTS

Contact Us



LucidCoast (Marquette, MI)

Services
• Strategy and Consulting Services 

o IT Strategy and Innovation Consulting IT Service Management
o Information Security and Cybersecurity Consulting
o Offensive Cybersecurity Tactics
o Penetration Testing
o Breach & Attack Simulation
o Information Security and Compliance
o IT Solution Deployment

Solutions
• IT and Cybersecurity Solutions 

o Enterprise Asset Management, Performance, Optimization, 
Security

o Network Security Monitoring
o Endpoint Management and Patch Deployment Remediation
o Extended Network Detention and Response
o Hybrid Cloud Open-Source Technology Implementation
o Vulnerability Assessment & Management

https://lucidcoast.com/

https://lucidcoast.com/




Northcross Group (Marquette, MI)

Services
Cybersecurity & Compliance Services

Security Risk Assessments
Cybersecurity risk & compliance (NIST, HIPAA, ISO, SEC, FDA) 
Process automation, analytics, business intelligence, artificial intelligence 
Penetration tests and vulnerability scanning 

Program Building & Operations
Cybersecurity Programs 
Privacy Programs 
Risk Management Programs 
Vendor Management Programs
Compliance Management Programs 

Practice & Control Implementation
Data and network tools 
Policies and Procedures development and maintenance 
Training 
System Deployments 
System Hardening 
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Cybersecurity Services

A Business Approach to Cybersecurity for 
Small & Mid-Sized Companies
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Northcross Group (NCG)
System, Cybersecurity, and Program 
Professional Services

Empowering people to meet business challenges 
with solutions that take a complete view of data, 
technology, and processes to deliver results. 

We focus on our clients’ objectives, paying 
attention to how their people and organizational 
dynamics function.  With this context, we craft 
solutions that bridge business program and 
technical considerations.
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Helping Businesses with
Big Challenges and Big Opportunities

NCG’s service model spans people, processes, data, 
and technology to provide businesses with the depth 
and breadth for success. 

Crafting solutions in today’s highly interconnected 
world crosses many subjects and constructs.  NCG 
helps our clients achieve success by working across 
disciplines to make sure nothing is left to chance.

NCG Service Model
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Working in Highly Regulated Industries:
Aligning Compliance and Business Value
NCG helps companies maximize the business value from 
compliance and risk management efforts—simultaneously 
meeting requirements and driving business success.

Industry Expertise

Banking & Finance Healthcare

Transportation

Federal Government

Manufacturing
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Helping develop the next generation of cybersecurity 
professionals by instilling NCG’s business-centric approach 
that scales and adjusts efforts for each unique business.

Developing learning approaches for students based on risk 
management and a systems approach to securing data and 
operations today and for tomorrow.

Developing a robust talent feeder for the NCG Cyber Team 
based in Marquette, Michigan to support Clients regionally 
and around the world.

Upper Peninsula Cybersecurity Center at Northern 
Michigan University Academic Partnership
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Upper Peninsula Regional Market Focus:

Leveraging local talent to meet the needs of the Upper 
Peninsula’s unique business environment, as well as across the 
NCG Client base.

Market focus on cybersecurity programs and services for small 
and mid-sized businesses.

Ability to leverage the full range of NCG security, integration, 
and management services and capabilities.
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Helping Small & Mid-Sized Businesses 
with Today’s Cybersecurity Challenges:

Do existing measures for 
remote/virtual resources?

Have my partners adjusted?

How are my customers adjusting?

Do we need to take additional steps 
for the longer term?

Am I protected? 

Am I compliant? 

Where am I exposed?

Am I focused in the right places?

Am I ready if something happens?

Leverage new technologies and 
cloud infrastructure

Reduce costs and increase 
efficiencies

Create and deploy new capabilities

Update controls and manage risk

Remote/Virtual 
Workforce

Keeping your data and systems safe working 
through COVID-19 constraints

Required vs. Target 
vs. Model

Getting your arms around the breadth of 
security for your business

Put Automation to Work 
Securely

Weather challenges with efficiencies and seize 
opportunities with capabilities
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Cybersecurity 
Essentials

Cyber Risk 
Assessments

Cyber Risk 
Management Programs

System 
Hardening

Implementing, improving, 
and institutionalizing 
cybersecurity practices 
and processes tailored to 
a business’s industry, size, 
and complexity.

How well positioned are 
you to prevent a cyber 
crime?  If something 
happens, how ready are 
you to deal with it?

An independent look at 
your current state security 
posture and, as 
applicable,  
recommendations for 
ways to improve it.

Starting and running an 
effective risk management 
program with access to 
cyber experts to help best 
protect the business as it 
grows and evolves

Locking down your 
systems to make sure they 
are best configured to 
meet threats from outside 
and inside the 
organization.

Small & Mid-Sized Business
Cybersecurity Services
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NCG’s Complete Solutions for Core 
Business Challenges & Opportunities

Safety 
Management 

Systems

System
Integration

Risk 
Management

Cybersecurity
Programs

Compliance 
& Oversight

Mergers & 
Acquisitions
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Corporate Culture
Facilitation

Policies & 
Procedures

Compliance & 
Risk Assessments

Vulnerability Scanning
& PenTesting

Incident 
Management

Business Continuity & 
Disaster Recovery

Program 
Development

Project Management & 
Implementation

Analytics & Data
Management

Vendor 
Management

Deployment 
Management

System 
Blueprinting

Capabilities Applied with Cloud Based Tools and 
Subject Matter Expertise Across Solutions

DevOps 
Implementation

Robotic Process Automation/
Business Process Automation
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www.northcrossgroup.com

info@northcrossgroup.com



Radius Advisory Group (Holland, MI)
Services
Healthcare Sector CyberSync Small Business Exchange

Expertise & Assessment
Virtual CISO
Guidance from experienced, recognized experts
Cybersecurity risk assessment and roadmap

Cyber Insurance
Provides tailored expertise that helps small businesses better 
understand cyber exposures and find the right coverage

Threat of the Month Club
Each month the site will highlight a relevant real-world threat (actor, 
tool, impact, etc.) and discuss related adversary group and their tactics, 
techniques and procedures referencing the MITRE ATT&CK 
framework.

Best Practice Library
A monthly guest column, authored by subject matter experts, will share 
cybersecurity insights, best practices and lessons learned

GOAL: Provide small businesses with a simple, affordable way to manage cyber 
security risk.



CYBER INSURANCE

• Provides tailored expertise that helps small 

businesses better understand cyber exposures 

and find the right coverage

• Almost 45% of cyber-attacks are targeted 

towards small businesses, with few prepared 

to defend themselves

• More than 50% of small businesses have 

suffered a breach within the last year and many 

have experienced multiple incidents

• A cyber-breach costs businesses $200,000 on average

EXPERTISE & ASSESSMENT

• Guidance from experienced, recognized experts, 

and actual Chief Information Security Officers 

(CISO)

• Access to experts at the fraction of the cost of a 

full time CISO or security officer

• Cybersecurity assessment and roadmap made easy

• Plain English questions about people, processes and 

technologies, based on recognized industry standards

• Curated marketplace if and when you need it

Small and Mid-tier Michigan Healthcare Businesses, combatting growing cyber security threats, have a new ally.  The Small Business 
Exchange developed by Radius Advisory Group, LLC in Holland, Michigan, provides a practical and affordable way to start managing cyber 
risk when there is no time, limited tech expertise and little money.  For the first time, small healthcare providers, private practices, clinics, 
pharmacies and others now have a way to understand their current cyber posture, close security gaps and protect themselves with cyber 
insurance as they strengthen their cyber security over time. Using a simple, curated set of select vendors, the Small Business Exchange is 
about managing cyber risk on your own terms.

1.  Develop a simple, automated capability to assess cyber risk, based on recognized industry standards

2.  Create a roadmap to prioritize and close cyber security gaps

3.  Identify accessible, affordable experts to help small business when needed

4.  Create a curated vendor marketplace to rapidly enable risk management progress

THREAT OF THE MONTH CLUB

• Each month the site will highlight a relevant real-world 

threat (actor, tool, impact, etc.) and discuss related 

adversary group and their tactics, techniques and 

procedures referencing the MITRE ATT&CK framework.

• The selected threat could reflect ongoing campaigns, 

relevant and vulnerable targets or other significant 

events occurring in cybersecurity and infrastructure 

protection.

• The site will provide technical advice for detecting and 

defending against the selected threat

“Great discoveries and 
achievements invariably 

involve the cooperation of 
many minds.”

BEST PRACTICE LIBRARY

• A monthly guest column, authored by subject matter 

experts, will share cybersecurity insights, best 

practices and lessons learned

• Library accepts best practice articles and case studies 

you want to share with others

• Emphasis on research related to Healthcare, 

Manufacturing and Defense sectors

CyberSync
H E A L T H C A R E  S E C T O R

S M A L L  B U S I N E S S  E X C H A N G E

GOAL: Provide small business with a simple, affordable way to manage cyber security risk. 

Objectives:

Achieve cyber security 
resilience over time.

Cybersecurity is 
collective security.

Find security expertise 
when you need it.

Provide small businesses a simple, affordable way to start managing cyber risk.

Align cyber security 
solutions to business 

objectives.

Alexander Graham Bell

CyberSync
H E A L T H C A R E  S E C T O R

S M A L L  B U S I N E S S  E X C H A N G E

www.radiusag.com
information@radiusag.com



Michigan Cyber Partners 

Vendors, Resources, & Links

MiDeal Michigan Cyber Partners – Cybersecurity Assessment
Services Pre-qualified Vendors



Lee Marana, MIS, MBA
Manager of HIE & Informatics
U.P. Health Information Exchange

Upper Peninsula Health Group
Upper Peninsula Health Plan

906.225.7961
lmarana@uphcs.org

Questions?




